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Abstract
Given the lack of signals beyond the Standard Model, it becomes impor-

tant to perform precision calculations in various models and effective field

theories. Thus, it is desirable to have automated tools which can handle

the computational effort needed to prepare the model for actual predic-

tions. I present recent progress in the automation of computing scattering

amplitudes in general quantum field theories at next-to-leading order in

perturbation theory. The work is based on RECOLA, an efficient one-loop

amplitude generator, and REPT1L, a newly developed tool to generate

renormalized model files at one-loop order.

Demands on modern amplitude generators
• LHC: requires NNLO QCD and NLO EW corrections

• BSM physics: expecting small effects, NLO corrections necessary for

BSM

• High performance: complicated final states, fully automated process

generation

• Keep it simple: easy incorporation in Monte Carlo programs

Tools
• RECOLA 2.0: model independent amplitude generator

– Based on off-shell current recursion relations [1,2], purely numerical

– Fortran95 library

– Dependencies: COLLIER [3]

• REPT1L: renormalized model file generator for RECOLA 2.0

– Python library

– Dependencies: RECOLA, FORM [4] and SymPy [5]

• FEYNRULES [6], SARAH [7]: generation of bare UFO models

Application:
Higgs production in Vector-boson fusion and

Higgs Strahlung
• RECOLA 1.0/2.0 interfaced to HAWK 2.0 [8]

• Monte Carlo for VBFH/VH in SM/BSM

• Two-Higgs-doublet model
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• Higgs singlet extension
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Automation of renormalization and
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Renormalization

• Computation of counterterms

– Fully automated given expansion rules, e.g. g0 = gR+δg

– Automatically assigning (mixing-) wavefunction and mass coun-

terterms

• Renormalization conditions

– On-shell/MS/MOM for 2-point functions

– MS for n-point functions

– α0,GF for EW, fixed flavour scheme for QCD

– Custom renormalization conditions,

access to 1PI expressions/form factors

• Additional features

– Switching between renormalization schemes

– Light fermions in mass or dimensional regularization

R2 terms

• Generalized algorithm [9]

– Automated iteration over all contributions

– Selection of specific contributions

– Power-counting for renormalizable theories

– Not restricted to renormalizable theories

– Parallelized

Validation

• Renormalization

– Numerical check for UV finiteness

– Consistency checks during renormalization

– Independence of the tadpole renormalization

• Gauge independence

– Rξ -gauge

– Background field method

Conclusion

• RECOLA 2.0 is a high performance 1-loop matrix-element generator

• BSM model files are supported, any process can be computed

• Renormalization procedure is automated with REPT1L,

there are predefined renormalization conditions

• Model files will be made available and ready to use in HAWK 2.X
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